DISPOSITION STATUS

Case Number: 2009-0192
Resolution Due: 06/25/2009
Date Completed: 06/22/2009

Updated 06/22/2009
Status Completed

# 1 RespRegion(s) ANM
RespLOB(s) ATO-V

Remarks
The Accountable Official reported that he reviewed the inquiry submitted to FAA management by Lockheed/Martin. FAA management concluded that, "based on his (the Respondent's) behavior, it would not be productive, nor in the best interest of the FAA, to allow (Respondent) to remain on the Business Case Management Team. It will be recommended that (Respondent) be returned to Lockheed Martin where hopefully he can get a fresh start somewhere else."

Coordinated with FAA NISC Contracting Officer AJA-481.
ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD CASE REPORT

Case Number: 2009-0192
New Case on AB Agenda: 05/27/2009
Completed Case on AB Agenda: 06/24/2009

Date of Incident: 04/29/2009
Date Initially Reported: 05/01/2009
 Reported to: Richard Van Allman, Manager, Business Case Management Team, Planning and Requirements Group, AJV-W31; Matt Robertson, Alternate Engineering Technical Officer, NISC, FAA ARO Western Service Center, AJV-W3A

Date Reported to Board: 05/01/2009
Reported to Board by: Karolyn Grimes, Labor and Employee Relations Specialist, ANM-16

Reporting Party
Last Name: ••
First Name: ••
Region: ANM
Position: Team Leader
Functional Title: •
Grade: 
Gender: Male
LOB: ATO-V
Facility: 

Accountable Official
Last Name: Reeves
First Name: Mark
Functional Title: Director, Western Service Center
Position: Executive
Phone #: (402) 203-4000

Date AO Notified:
Notified by: Tom Novak
Method: Internal
Date ROI due:
Date ROI rcvd:

Respondent
Last Name: ••
First Name: ••
Region: ANM
Position: Contractor
Functional Title: •
Grade: 
Gender: Male
LOB: ATO-V
Facility: 

Initial Allegations: National Origin

HR Contact
Name: Karolyn Grimes, Employee and Labor Relations Specialist, ANM-16
Phone #: (425) 227-2272
Data HR Notified: 05/26/2009
Notified by: Tom Novak

Resolution Due: 06/25/2009
Date Completed: 06/22/2009
Allegation Description: Karolyn Grimes, Labor and Employee Relations Specialist, ANM-16, reported to the Board that [Redacted] alleged that [Redacted], Contractor, asked him, "Do you understand English?" [Redacted] alleged that [Redacted] asked him the question after [Redacted] said that [Redacted] was "resistant" to accepting additional work assignments. [Redacted] alleged that [Redacted] insulted his national identity by accusing him of not understanding English.